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A Surveyor’s Guide to Without Prejudice and Subject to Contract
Jane Senior, Partner

Without Prejudice
• Protection in negotiation - makes
communication privileged
• Promotes prospects of settlement
• Genuine attempt to negotiate
• Label of ‘without prejudice’ not required and
not conclusive
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Without Prejudice Save as to Costs
Offers
• Be clear whether ‘without prejudice save as
to costs’ or just ‘without prejudice’
• Offer not seen by court until main issue
resolved and costs are being considered
• Will content help or hinder - too greedy?

Without Prejudice
• Consider making an ‘open’ offer - this can be
put before the court
• A counter offer is a rejection of the offer =
risk; offer may not be repeated
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Without Prejudice – Part 36 Offers
• Pursuant to Civil Procedure Rules (CPR 36)
• If other party does not beat the offer :
– Indemnity costs
– Penalty interest up to 10% above base
rate
– Extra 10% of sum awarded (not to
exceed £75,000)
• Counter offer is not a rejection of a Part 36
offer.

Without prejudice
• Acceptance of without prejudice oﬀer →
binding agreement (even if response marked
‘without prejudice’)
• Can produce without prejudice
correspondence to court to prove
agreement reached
• Fact that without prejudice discussions took
place can be disclosed, even if detail cannot
(Briggs v Clay [2019])
• Tomlin Order
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Off the Record Conversations
• Not reportable to client or to court
• Can be used to promote negotiations but client’s instructions?
• Be clear about whether speaking “without
prejudice” or “off the record”

Subject to Contract
• A declaration that no intention to create a
legally binding contract until a formal
agreement is signed
• Enables settlement to be explored without
commitment
• Negotiations remain flexible, but either party
can pull out
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Subject to Contract
S.2 - Law of Property (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1969
• No interest in land may be disposed of
without an agreement signed by both parties
setting out all terms
• Main exceptions - auction sales;
– leases of not more than three years
granted at the best rent reasonably
obtainable

Subject to Contract - Lease renewals
under Landlord and Tenant Act 1954
• Consider whether proposals are ‘subject to
lease’ or not;
• If court orders one party (usually the
Landlord) to submit a draft Lease and for
comments on that to be provided by the
Tenant = ’open’ offer (could be accepted)
• Subsequent exchanges can be open, without
prejudice or subject to contract
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Subject to Contract
Boots UK Ltd v Goldpine Estates Ltd (2014)
Court of Appeal
• In negotiation, agreement as to lease
reached but not signed; subject to contract
and without prejudice
• County Court found terms not agreed;
appealed to High Court and then Court of
Appeal
• No agreement and therefore court had full
discretion to decide the terms of the new
lease

Subject to Contract - Lease renewals
under L&T Act 1954
Derby & Co Ltd v ITC Pension Trust Ltd [1978] 1
EGLR 38
• New Lease agreed; not signed
• Market changed and ITC wanted to renegotiate
• Binding? Yes → uncondi onal, and no
suspensive term such as ‘subject to contract”
or “subject to Board approval’
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Subject to Contract
• Court has cautioned against putting too
much weight on this label
• Test is did parties intend to be bound?
• Did parties conduct objectively imply that a
contract is in place?
• Estoppel? promise/reliance/detriment
• Part performance?

Subject to Contract
Newbury v Sun Micro Systems (2013)
• Mr N claimed unpaid commission
• Sun offered Mr N £600,000 payable within
fourteen days of acceptance in the final
settlement ‘such settlement to be recorded
in a suitably worded agreement’
• Binding agreement?
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Subject to Contract
Newbury v Sun Micro Systems (continued)
• What would the reasonable commercial
parties (using these words in these
circumstances) reasonably have understood
them to mean?
• Objective test - not look at what parties
actually understood the meaning of the
document to be.

Subject to Contract: Generator
Developments -v- Lidl GmbH (Court of
Appeal)

• Proposed JV between G and L involving
purchase of a site and its development
• Heads of Terms were marked ‘subject to
contract’
• L purchased the site and cut G out of the
future plans for site
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Subject to Contract: Generator
Developments -v- Lidl GmbH (Court of
Appeal)

• G had spent £30k in architect and other
professional fees
• Did G have a right to an interest in the site?
• Would a ‘Pallant -v- Morgan – equity’ or
estoppel apply?

Subject to Contract: Generator
Developments -v- Lidl GmbH (Court of
Appeal)

What can we learn?
• Consider when to use ‘Subject to Contract’
• Consider when to remove the label
• Record your understanding of the agreement
at an early stage and throughout
• Highlights importance of recording
discussion in writing
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Questions
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